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Sail Away 

By Isaac Mayo 

She hit the water, she knew the right way to hit the water but there was no time to think about the 

right way. Right now there was no more thinking. Cutting her safety line had thought her all out, 

and now she had a brand new shitshow on the horizon. A show she’d only get to see if her head 

stayed above the sea water. Her collar filled with Co
2 

after she pulled the cord and it righted her 

fast, forcing water through her scrunched face and into her windpipe, so when she came up, she 

came up like a porpoise, spouting water—water no longer dark, but clear, lit up by the rear 

cruising-lights on her boat, The History. It was still under sail, and on auto-pilot. She was 

looking at the back of it now, and already she could see the light getting more diffuse as it sailed 

away from her. This was the show she had been dreading for the last few seconds. No one was 

turning the boat around, because there wasn’t anyone on the boat, except for Oscar, and he was a 

fucking cat. It had only been her, and now she was not there, she was in somewhat cold, very 

dark water, riding swells as the only boat she could see was ghosting away at about eight knots 

an hour—her stern light getting dimmer. Probably fifty feet away, becoming sixty, soon seventy, 

then more. It wasn’t over though, like other survival-minded single-handed sailors, she dragged 

about a hundred and fifty feet of old line behind her, in case this sort of thing happened.  

She’d been clear water for a few seconds now; already she cast about for the line, the last chance 

she had to stay a part of her boat. She swam laterally across the boat’s wake, planning to zag 

back if unsuccessful on her first try, but she didn’t need to. Almost immediately, she caught 

herself up in the big hairy line—as if Murphy’s Law had made a mistake, thinking that getting 

her tangled in that wet fiber would drown her instead of save her. 

Her relief didn’t last. Holding on to the line itself was demanding, and in its way it did try to 

drown her. The human body wrapped in safety gear is not an efficient hydrodynamic shape—the 

drag pulled hard at her grip, and it tired her arms in almost right away. She pulled them in closer, 

merging them with the line. Then she looked ahead. Probably had about seventy-five feet away 

from The History. That was bullshit though; it was more like a hundred twenty. Seventy-five was 

easier to stomach, so she would stick with that for now. Regardless, she had to get moving. 
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*** 

 “Roger that, I got you five by five, how’s the weather out there Sarah? Over.” 

 “Hey there Jimmy, yeah we’re looking pretty good. There’s a little something out there 

that I’m not totally in love with, but it ain’t sailin’ if the weather doesn’t try to kill you at least 

once, right? Over.” She unkeyed the mic with her right hand and used her left to stroke Oscar, 

her Orange Tabby she’d brought along for company. 

 “Roger that, well good talking to you, drive safely now you hear? Over.” Jimmy signed 

off, and took the chance to give her a buzz, bringing his Beriev BE-103 seaplane a couple 

hundred feet over the top of her mast. Sarah flipped him off. 

An hour later she had done something that was sort of like bathing and started some dried rice 

and beans for dinner. The sun had eased into the western side like a bowling ball sinking into 

quicksand. The rest of the celestial sphere, hidden before, boiled into view. Sarah carried a spill-

proof container filled with hot tea from below up onto the deck, latched herself onto the port 

lifeline and walked up the side of the deck. The History was on a beam reach, so her headsail 

was centered up, enabling her to movie unimpeded toward the bow. There, under the cosmos, 

she let herself stop sailing for a minute. The autopilot kept her on course, and the wind was good 

and steady. 

The dome of starlight above her shone on her upturned face. She imagined how easy it must have 

been to think that the earth was the center of the universe—every star in the sky pointed straight 

at it. 

There was a sound, and when she looked toward it, she saw something breach the surface of the 

water—several somethings. When they broke the surface, they left wakes of green fluorescence. 

A pod of dolphins rode alongside her, through luminous bacteria. She looked to the back and saw 

green contrails on the water, underneath that focused light of millions of stars. She absorbed it, 

and new it was no use to grab a camera—it would have been useless, nothing but human eyes 

could pick up this scene. So Sarah watched, sipping her tea—then a wind shift moved the boat 

twelve inches to starboard, and she hit the lifeline, over-balanced and came down hard onto the 

outside of the hull, attached only by her safely line. The cup of tea rolled across the deck without 
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spilling. She heard Oscar meow, or maybe she only thought she did. Sarah tried to grip the edge 

of the deck, it was within reach, but she was stretched out too much, the water lapped at her feet, 

and her safety line was pulled taught.  

Sarah, the line, and the water had reached a stalemate. The water was getting choppier; she 

couldn’t climb up, and the clip on her safety line was jammed from too much pressure. With the 

waves getting larger, she was having a harder and harder time protecting herself from banging 

into the hull. The water grew peaks around her, and she couldn’t help but think of a recipe 

instruction for making meringue pie, “beat until egg whites form stiff peaks”. The water was 

doing that now it seemed. Water in her face, hull to the head. This couldn’t last. She freed the 

hand that was trying to protect her head and went for her sail knife. Her pants, wet, were tight 

around the pocket that held it. She never used the sheath for it on her vest. Sarah had carried a 

knife in her pocket since she was seven years old, when her mom had bought it for her, and 

never could stop herself from putting it in there. Also, since she was at least that old, she had 

learned to not be a quitter, and that meant that she was going to have to cut her line and float, try 

to catch the dead man’s line. She’d never make it back up the side like this, and there was a 

ladder on the back she could hitch the last rung of. That was a plan with a possible future, better 

than hanging off the side like a deer strapped to a fender. She needed to make a big move, she 

needed that knife. Sarah took off the glove that was impeding her hand into her pocket, tried to 

jam it in her vest, but it fell, into the water. Ungloved, her hand managed to get to the knife. Still 

slapping against the boat, still feeling like meat—she got the knife open, sawed at the line for her 

life, and when it snapped she hit the water. 

*** 

 She dropped the knife when she became officially overboard. “Fuck”, the only word 

she’d said out loud since she signed off the radio an hour ago. She wanted that glove. Couldn’t 

believe she’d lost that glove—couldn’t decide if it was worse than losing both. It was the left 

one, and metaphysically unable to be switched to the right. She was right-handed, or as her mom 

liked to call her, ‘only-handed’. On a sailboat, one hand working is the rule rather than the 

exception, so it usually didn’t bother her, but now she could feel how much stronger her right 

hand was, how much stronger her entire right side was. Her left wasn’t weak, and it generally did 

duty as a sort of safety line “one hand on the boat, one hand on your drink”. Everything else was 
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her right hand’s job. It had her whole life, every outboard motor she ever started, every fish she’d 

ever pulled in, every time she masturbated, and every time she strummed her guitar—darts, 

horseshoes, baseball, almost everything—right handed.  

Her right gripped well enough, even without the glove, and her right side pulled her along. The 

left didn’t do such a good job. The left hand pull kept getting weaker, and finally when her right 

hand was free, and looking for its new grip, it slipped and it gave, and again she was unattached 

to the boat, and again, the boat moved away from her. She thrashed and found the line, tried to 

get a hold, but a muscle in her right hand spasmed, closed early, and it pushed the line away. Her 

left hand came through this time, or at least her arm did, which she managed to tangle up enough 

that she started to feel that awful but comforting pull again, her shape dragged unwilling through 

the water. 

So she tied herself off, she wanted to punish herself for not tying off before. Twenty feet were 

lost at least, maybe more. The boat looked at least one hundred thirty feet away now.  

Maybe she could let herself drag, wait for help. Only a fantasy, she could no more do that than 

she could decide not to sail boats single-handed across oceans. Plus, the weather was turning, 

and the water was cold. It wouldn’t kill her right away, but it would suck the life heat from her 

over time. There would be sharks, if not real ones, then the ones in her mind. That would keep 

her pulling. A hundred feet never seemed so far. Without pulling, she would likely die, or go 

crazy. So she let herself cry again—for a short while. Then she stopped, she needed a plan. 

Every ten feet she would tie herself off. If she lost her grip again, she’d lose ten feet at most, 

probably less.  

Even with that being dealt with, the hands were a constant problem, even the gloved one. She 

spent some time trying figure out a way rig up some hand protection for her right, which was 

already showing signs of wear. It was waterlogged, and outer layers of skin were starting to 

loosen and peel, and the flesh felt—spongy. She didn’t like it, not at all. There was very little 

light, and her examinations yielded almost no detail. She didn’t manage to put anything together, 

there was little to work with. There was a generous amount of quick drying rip-stop nylon, but it 

was currently wet and stuck to her body, and her life jacket was made of even tougher stuff. The 

knife was gone, she would have to deal. 
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So her hand and its bare skin kept grabbing the cold, swollen hemp rope—her dead man’s line, 

while her boat kept sailing. As it would until the wind stopped (which was doubtful) or someone 

spotted her (equally doubtful for the time being) or something broke on her boat (incredibly 

unlikely, The History was a perfectly maintained, and well outfitted Contessa 32, the only boat in 

its class to survive the weather in the ’79 Fastnet Race, when fifteen others died). Her boat could 

practically sail underwater. 

So she put her rotting hand back on the line and started pulling again. Ten feet, then tie off, ten 

more, then tie again. She slipped two more times while making thirty feet, once she lost about 

five feet. The other she only lost two, but it had been because she slipped while tying off—she 

almost lost all of them. 

The mechanics were getting easier. Her body had gotten used to what was going on, it still 

complained from almost every place, but it kept on. The water was cold, but not cold enough 

numb her; not yet at least. She had been in the water for at least three hours so far, maybe longer. 

She started to get the feeling that she would make it. Then she would look up at the sky, at all the 

missing stars to the southeast, and at the hundred feet of line she was traveling on, and hope 

would start to slip.  

Sarah had come to terms with the actual distance. She had likely grabbed the line at the one 

forty-five mark. Maybe even closer to the end. She didn’t like to think about that. She was 

maybe at eighty now, still so many. 

Sarah kept pulling and thought about survival stories. What got people through? Family? She 

had some, but in hers dying at sea or on top of a mountain was an honor; and she wouldn’t be the 

first. Faith? She has some, enough to figure that she’d be okay in the eternity if she died. 

Competition may do it. Her circumnavigation time was still in good shape when she fell off, and 

had been making decent time probably since, even with her dragging on the back. A day of bad 

weather when you’re going around the globe means very little. She could comeback from it.  

She put another hand in front and pulled, and then the other. 

An hour later, it was going as well as could be expected she supposed, making forward progress 

with each hand over hand. Her focus came back to her hands, and their continuing degradation. 
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Even the left, with its high-end sailing glove coating was falling apart. She wouldn’t even look at 

the right anymore. Spongy. At one point she felt something slide, and she could feel it pressed up 

against the line. Like a frayed piece of pizza-burnt roof of mouth skin, hanging off her hand—

and the rope kept tonguing it. 

That’s when she started to worry that she wouldn’t be able to run her boat, even if she did make 

it. She’d need help, got so easy to let go, float, and hope that she got picked up before the sharks 

found her flesh or her sanity—and then hope that she wouldn’t pass out from exhaustion and 

drown. None of that sounded very good, but it was all sounded better than climbing that 

goddamn rope. 

She was getting close, close enough to hear Oscar’s meowing. First it filled her with joy. 

Something for her to pull for, but half-an-hour later, she only wanted it to stop. The sound was 

pathetic, and annoying, and it somehow pierced through the cacophony of splashing water, heavy 

breathing, and the slamming of waves against the bow. He must be hungry; she hadn’t fed him 

since morning. He may have found a few scraps (although it was unlikely, she kept a tidy boat) 

but his little cat paws weren’t going to be opening any cat food tubs—or water jugs for that 

matter. If she didn’t make it the cat would be dead too, but she was only annoyed at the sound of 

his cries right now, not at the chance of him dying. Annoyance, unpleasant, but it felt good to 

have an emotion beside fear, or exhaustion; she hadn’t thought of exhaustion as an emotion 

before, but she had since changed her mind. 

Still, every hand over hand was harder and more painful. It was getting harder not to look at her 

hands. The lights on her boat were bright enough now to see, but she resisted. She wanted them 

to go numb, she wanted nerve damage. Her imagination pictured the white, frayed fiber shorting 

out, like burnt wires, unraveling, becoming broken dead ends for the signals of pain; becoming 

silent as a cut phone cord. But it didn’t happen. Her nerve tissue seemed to be made of sterner 

stuff than she. 

Every distraction of thought helped her. She made it almost twenty feet just thinking about the 

morphine syrettes that were in her emergency kit. She imagined herself dropping sail, tossing a 

drogue out the back to stabilize, and battening down the hatches, then wrapping her hands up in 

as much gauze as she could find, right after sticking one or two of those little narcotic stingers in 
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her thigh, and settling into painless sleep. She was time-traveling, like she used to when she 

worked on a cruise ship in her early twenties. Working awful assistant-serving shifts that felt like 

days instead of twelve hour increments. She would get back to her berth hot and sweaty, stinking 

of fatty food, and hating everyone—but it would always end. It would be the middle of her shift, 

and she would imagine that drink at the end. That hot shower, changing into clean, warm 

pajamas, and letting the hate and stress flow out of her, like sour juice squeezed from a lemon. 

Time travel she had always called it, and she did it as she kept pulling. Right hand over left, left 

hand over right. Pulling.  

She didn’t notice right away, but the weather had started to calm, and the headsail on The 

History had started to luff a bit—something may have loosened in the rigging. It became easier 

for her to pull, the drag was half what it had been, and Oscar’s meows weren’t as annoying, 

probably because she could see him. His little orange face became discernible under the light, 

and she couldn’t wait to feed him. Still though, she refused to look at her hands.  

Sarah had a very difficult time pulling herself up the ladder. 

Once she was back on the boat, even with the condition of her hands, she got the sails down, 

dropped the drogue, and lashed the tiller. Then she flipped her emergency beacon and wrapped 

her hands, all while still not looking any more than she needed. Instead she looked up at the 

stars. They were starting to dim as morning light from the East drove them back into the 

unimaginable. Her left hand still had enough dexterity to stick herself with the syrette on the 

third of fourth try. Oscar, fed now, was purring instead of whining, and he snuggled up with her. 

She felt the drugs start to work, and the pain faded a bit, like a figure moving away into a thin 

fog. They worked enough for the tired to do its work. Before she passed out she had started to 

time travel again. She traveled to the time after her surgery—or amputation. That’s a kind of 

surgery though isn’t it? She knew it wouldn’t be fun, she had never looked, but was sure that 

during the last ten feet she had felt something hard scraping the rope in her right hand, something 

underneath the skin, muscle, and nerves—and she was pretty sure it had been bone. 


